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Use the number line to answer the questions.

1) 31.1

i) Mark 31.1 on the number line.

31 32

iii) Round 31.1 to the nearest whole number.

iv) Did you round up or round down?

ii) Which whole number is closer to 31.1? a) 31 b) 32

2) 6.9

i) Mark 6.9 on the number line.

6 7

iii) Round 6.9 to the nearest whole number.

iv) Did you round up or round down?

ii) Which whole number is closer to 6.9? a) 7 b) 6

3) 54.6

i) Mark 54.6 on the number line.

54 55

iii) Round 54.6 to the nearest whole number.

iv) Did you round up or round down?

ii) Which whole number is closer to 54.6? a) 54 b) 55

4) 3.4

i) Mark 3.4 on the number line.

3 4

iii) Round 3.4 to the nearest whole number.

iv) Did you round up or round down?

ii) Which whole number is closer to 3.4? a) 4 b) 3
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Name : Answer key

Use the number line to answer the questions.

1) 31.1

i) Mark 31.1 on the number line.

31 31.1 32

iii) Round 31.1 to the nearest whole number.

iv) Did you round up or round down?

ii) Which whole number is closer to 31.1? a) 31 b) 32

2) 6.9

i) Mark 6.9 on the number line.

6 6.9 7

iii) Round 6.9 to the nearest whole number.

iv) Did you round up or round down?

ii) Which whole number is closer to 6.9? a) 7 b) 6

3) 54.6

i) Mark 54.6 on the number line.

54 54.6 55

iii) Round 54.6 to the nearest whole number.

iv) Did you round up or round down?

ii) Which whole number is closer to 54.6? a) 54 b) 55

4) 3.4

i) Mark 3.4 on the number line.

3 3.4 4

iii) Round 3.4 to the nearest whole number.

31

7

55

3

iv) Did you round up or round down?

round down

round up

round up

round down

ii) Which whole number is closer to 3.4? a) 4 b) 3
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